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The most important feature of modern education belongs to the citizen journalism. The term of “citizen journalism” is used several times a day which is appeared in recently years.

One cannot deny existence of objective knowledge the quantity, content and scale of the information are extending in modern time when increasing the information stream.

It is very difficult for society to follow, accept and analyze the information, and in addition to this for journalists to publish it in Mass Media.

The door of opportunities is opened to the civic journalism when they have not possibility for professional journalists to
leave the place where the event has happened some times.

As a result, any person is able to write the information about the event and place it to the social networks.

Then to civic journalism accomplished the duty and spread the information in any content which they want.

For example, the information spreads as a “mobile reporter” from TV or other Mass Media and social networks as a texts, audio, video and photo to the users.

Some scientists comprehend the civic journalist as a enthusiast person who write the articles independently1. From a personal perspective, it can be argued that there are advantage and disadvantage writing the news by the civic journalists.

The aim of the research consists of such items as to find out the advantage is that the delivering the news about the event in seconds. In addition to this to criticize the society. However the other side is the event can be characterized in many ways, in many sights. Precisely, it was appeared difficulties in the choosing the information. Nobody can deny that, it is dangerous for society.

Analyse of the situation in countries the civic journalism in Karakalpakstan is dependent on the social networks.

There are a lot of ways spreading the news via social networks in our country.

Non-professional journalists are creating the groups in social networks and placed a lot of information which they want. For instance, although enthusiast persons do not study in journalism field, they are able to write and spread the news as a active administrators of the groups in Face book. They are trying for developing the civic journalism by spreading the

---

1 «Гражданская журналистика: к истории становления термина» темы бойнан Хлебникова Надежда Владимировна
news. For instance, If we look at this fine example, the administrator Mirzaakhmed Mubarakov of the group “Karakalpak literature”, the administrator Muhammed Khudaybergenov of the group “Karakalpak intellect+”, the administrator Mirzaakhmed Mubarakov of the group “Karakalpak and foreign countries food”, the administrator Salamat Adilov of the group “Karakalpak” are non-professional journalists.

However they placed the information about their field to their group every day.

Besides, nobody can deny that they their information which contained the critical articles, photo facts make the society think over.

For example, there are placed the photo, which placed in the ledge of the bazaar in our country, in the group of “Karakalpaks” in Face book.

In this photo described the rap singer Danik in condition separate the face? The photo was torn sorrowfully. The administrator of the group placed this photo to his group with the sentence “Is this a culture?”

It may be taken as a critic article. Because, it may be written the article two pages about the condition of banner. But the simple people criticize it by the way which them convenient.

In addition to this, the user of Face book Aygumis Esnazarova take the photo which disembarked some letters on the door of the doctor’s office and address to the users with a question under the photo “Which letters are disembarked?”

The user of social network tried to explain to the other users not to close eye like this mistakes.

To add to this, the user Gulnar Nurimbetove placed the two photo which resemble to
each other in the group of “Karakalpak” in Facebook on the second of May. She wrote the sentence at the top of the photo “whom we do not know believe in?”. At the same time it should be noted to pay a special attention in this photo described the process broadcasting the program a woman two times a day with two name in the TV channel “Madaniyat va Ma’rifat”. First time the leader was shown with the name “Dilorom Muhitdinova, doctor”. But the second time with the name “Sayyora Olimova, cosmetology”. The background of the program and the dress are the same in two programs.

As a result, this condition and mistake is the cause to arrive at decision civic journalism criticizes the professional journalism. According to the results of the experiment, by this the civic journalist mentioned to lose like this mistakes in Mass media. This condition is appraised as a result of the enthusiast person’s interests. Because, there are described the criticism and the issues which journalists are not able to say by Mass media, via the social networks. To sum up, it should be marked that a feature about the civic journalism helps us to arrive at good decision some times.
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